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THE AUSTRALIAN SYSTEM OF TARIFF PREFERENCES:
AN EVALUATION OF ITS EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS
IN THE CONTEXT OF AUSTRALIA-ASEAN TRADE
Jose L. Tongzon
I
One related issue that concerns the ASEAN countries in the con-
text of Australia's preferences is the extent to which thesepreferen-
ces can alleviate their unemployment problem, let alone their high
level of underemployment. This is an important issue in the light of
the generally high unemployment and underemployment•rates in
developing economies. A corollary to this issue is the fear within
•Australia that substantial increasesin preferential imports from LDCs
might aggravate Australia's unemployment problem, particularly in
those sectors hard hit by the recession and those that are vulnerable
to foreign ecompetition. This fear underlies the restrictive nature of
Australia's preference scheme. It is based on a widespread belief
among Australian employers and labor union leaders that imports
have been largely the cause of job losses. 1There can be little doubt
that the use of safeguard mechanisms in the administration of pre-
ferences is a manifestation of this belief. The object, therefore, of
this study is twofold: to assess the contribution of Australia's prefer-
ences to generation of employment opportunities in ASEAN; and
Associate Professor, De LaSalleUniversity.paperbased onchapter9 of my
Ph.D.dissertation, "The Impactof Australia's Systemof Tariff Preferences
(ASTP)on ASEANImportsandItsWelfare Implications,"University ofTasma-
nia,Australia.
I. Requests for industryassistance andrevocationof preferences areusually
basedonthe argumentthat importshavebeenthecauseof domesticindustries'
decliningmarketshareand decreased profitability. See,for example,the Indus-
triesAssistance Commission reportsonindividualindustries'requests for govern-
mentassistance.
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to verify the assumption about imports and the extent to which im-
ports from LDCs have affected and will affect employment in Aus-
tralia.
The following analysis is structured as follows: the first section
deals with the employment implication preferential access for
ASEAN with due consideration of its direct and indirect employ-
ment effects. The latter effects result after allowing for some increa-
ses in income induced by an export expansion. This analysis is based
on static assumptions and thus ignores the impact of possible changes
in the aggregate employment-output ratio as a result of some structur-
al changes in the ASEAN export sector induced by the preferences.
If Australia'strade preferences encourage the growth of relatively la-
bor-intensive industries in ASEAN, or are biased towards more labor-
intensive" production techniques, the aggregate employment-output
ratio will eventually increase and hence further alleviate the unem-
ployment problem in ASEAN. In this regard, it is important to exa-
mine whether or not the AUstralian preference system significantly
discriminates for (against) commodities of relatively high labor con-
tent; the second section focuses on three sensitive TCF sectors to
estimate future employment effects of a projected growth in TCF
exports induced by a full preferential treatment on imports of these
commodities from developing countries; the third section deals with
the employment implication for Australia and assessestheir impor-
tance in relation to other factors affecting Australia's employment
demand.
I. EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS OF AUSTRALIA'S PREFERENCES
(ASTP) IN ASEAN
The United Nations (1980) published estimates of unemploy-
ment in ASEAN countries for the past decade which do not show
any upward trend in absolute, or in percentage terms. 2 As the last
2. These estimatesare basedon International Labour Organization publica-
tions. The number of persons unemployed is estimated either through labor
force sample surveys or basedon a number of registeredapplicants for work.
The figures for the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand are derived from labor
force sample surveysand include groups of personswho are often not coveredin
unemployment statistics obtained by other methods. The figures for Indonesia
and Malaysia are based on administrative records of registered applicants for292 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
row in Table 1 shows, the total number of unemployed in all ASEAN
countries rose from 927,000 in 1971 to 1,356,630 in 1978, but there
was no consistent growth of unemployment. For example, between
1976 and 1977 the number of unemployed instead declined from
1,238,170 to 1,131,050. Due to the lack of published data on total
labor force for Indonesia and Malaysia, unemployment as a propor-
tion of total labor force in ASEAN countries as a group could not
be estimated. However, an examination of unemployment data in
percentage terms for Philippines, Singapore and Thailand still indi-
cates an inconsistent pattern of unemployment over the past decade.
In the case of the Philippines, unemployment was at its peak in
1972, registering an unemployment rate of 6.3 percent which then
declined until 1975 after which it rose again in the latter half of the
1970's. It appears, therefore, based on these published unemploy-
ment Statistics, that unemployment is no more serious a problem in
ASEAN than in other developed economies. But it is common knowl-
edge that these estimates do not fully reflect the extent of actual
unemployment considering the poor monitoring system of registering
unemployment in developing countries. Further, they do not
indicate the more serious problem of underemployrnent in agricultu-
ral and industrial sectors in developing economies as manifested in
subnormal income or wage levels and in the length of work (Lydall
197.5, p. 23). The situation is exacerbated by the existence of an in-
determine number of discouraged workers (Bautista 1975).
TheA SEAN Economies in Question
The ASEAN economies can be described as dualistic with their
exportable sector aspart of the industrial sector behaving in the same
fashion as their counterparts in developed economies. In addition to
resource and salesconstraints imposed on their important exporting
industries, the ASEAN producers of nontradables also face internal
salesconstraints in their home markets. Like Australia, these internal
salesconstraints result from a notional excesssupply of their non-
tradables caused by domestic recession and rigidity of prices in the
work (includingpersons whoseek achange of job). Thedeficiencyof thissource
of information onunemploymentandits lackof comparabilityfrom country to
country are explainedin detail in InternationalLabourOffice, Yearbookof
LabourStatlstics(Geneva: InternationalLabouroffice,1980),pp. 271-273.TABLE 1 -_ O
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nontraded sector. However, unlike Australia this phenomenon is
caused by the inflexibility of real wagesconditioned by the existence
of "subsistence wages" in their agricultural sector.
Under a Keynesian type of unemployment with a perfectly elas-
tic supply of unskilled labor, total employment level in ASEAN may
be analyzed under two alternative conditions: (1) when exports are
endogenous (supply-determined); (b) and when their exports are exo-
genous (demand-determined). Under endogenous exports the total
demand for labor in the ASEAN industrial sector can beexpressedas:
(Xa, %,TaV)+L d (pT, W,TT), a2FiiaLaLi>O (1) LI=L, ,-.-
+ -- + + _ +
where LN d represents the demand for labor in the ASEAN countries'
non-traded subsector, and Ld the demand for labor in the ASEAN
tradable subsector, where the tradable subsector produces import
substitutes and exportables.
Under exogenous exports the total demand for labor in the
ASEAN industrial sector can be expressedas:
--r/ 7T/ =L." ) + T') (2)
+ -- + + +
where Xa _ is the quantity of nontradables produced and sold; Xa T,
quantity of tradables produced and sold;/an, quantity of imported in-
puts for the production of Xa_;/aT ' quantity of imported inputs for
the production of XT, and I¥ a, average nominal wage rates in the
ASEAN countries.
Employment Effects of Preference-Induced Export Expansion in
ASEAN Under Constant Employment-Output Ratio
The Australian system of tariff preferences (ASTP) can improve
the employment situation in the ASEAN countries in two ways: by
increasing the level of ASEAN exports and by encouraging the pro-
duction of relatively high labor-intensive manufactures in ASEAN.
This, of course, presupposessome productive capacity and the ability
on the part of ASEAN to respond to the preference stimulus. The
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exports whereas the latter has to do with the composition of exports
and concerns itself with the degree of bias in preferences between re-
latively high and relatively low labor-intensive manufactures. This
first stage of the analysis confines itself to the first mechanism.
Most previous studies in Australia and overseas were mainly con-
cerned about the extent of unemployment in developed countries
attributable to imports. 3 Many of these studies considered solely the
direct employment effects, but their models were later extended to
consider other aspects of employment such as the retailing and dis-
tribution of imports and domestic output, the enlargement of the
market, and the effects of economies of scale in assessing the net am.
ployment impact of import penetration in developed countries. 4
But, Lydall's work (1975) is probably most relevant for assessing the
employment effects from the viewpoint of both exporting and im-
porting countries. He distinguished four sets of employment effects:
the initial effect which occurs within the industry undertaking the
final manufacturing process of a given product; the linhage effect
which occurs in industries other than the final processing industry
and which includes any feedbacks on the final processing industry
itself; the multiplier effect which captures additional employment ef-
fects in exporting countries as a result of an expansion of the gene-
ral level of domestic activity - apart from the expansion flowing
directly from the production of original exports; and the expenditure
effect which refers to additional employment effects in developed
countries as a result of developing economies' net foreign exchange
spent on goods and services from developed countries.
Following the concepts developed by Lydall, it is assumed that,
in the absence of internal and external switching, s an increase in
ASEAN exports to Australia (X_A) implies not only a corresponding
3. For a summary of previous studies, seeHenderson and Tucker (1979)
and "The Impact of Trade with Developing Countries on Employment in
Developed Countries: Empirical Evidence from Recent Research," UNIDO
Working Paperon Structural ChangeNo. 3, 1978.
4. The model developed by Henderson and Tucker (1979) considers these
indirect employment effects.
5. Internal switching refers to changesin oneor more of the components of
final demand, say, a decreasein domestic consumption, to allow for an increase
in exportables. External switching involvesmarket diversion. Sincethe time cov-
ered israther long, thesepossible complications are justifiably ignored.2{}6 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
increase in domestic output (/_T) of ASEAN countries, but also an
increase in income received by factors of production leading to fur-
ther expansion of internal demand in the ASEAN economies, which,
in turn, stimulates domestic activity. The employment opportunities
generated by an increase in the level of ASEAN exports constitute
the direct employment effect, and this is measured based on a given
aggregative employment-output ratio. The second-round employ-
ment effect induced by further expansion of the ASEAN internal
market is the demand multiplier effect.
Consideration of the indirect employment impact of preferences
permits the analysis to account for the dynamic and long-run reper-
cussion of an increase in exports. Increases in exports lead to an in-
crease in value-added in the exporting countries which, in turn, im-
plies an increase in the income of the factors of production of the
exporting country. Part of the increase in income is either saved, allo-
cated to the government in the form of taxes, and/or spent on con-
sumption. The additional consumption induced by the increase in in-
come further affects the value-added and employment in industries
which further generate an addition to income, and the increase in
income is again recycled in the same manner into saving, taxation
and consumption, including imports, if any. The process continues
until the initial value of export demand leaks into imports, savings
and taxes. This series of spending thus generates increases in income
and effective demand which result in greater utilization of resources.
The demand multiplier is derived from the ex post accounting and
constrained income identity as follows:
_2- - c_(P2,g,y°) +g_
_,". = c" (P2,P[,y,) , g"+xo (s)
v, = e222 +d_,'-- _, - vJzJ
where:
y, = value of production or national income in ASEAN
abstracting from foreign transfers (Steigum 1980, p.
23)
grl = quantity of nontradables bought by the ASEAN
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gT = quantity of tradables bought by the ASEAN govern-
ments
C_= quantity of nontradables bought by the ASEAN
households.
CT = quantity of tradables bought by the ASEAN households.
Xa = quantity of tradablessold abroad.
A changein X,_ and, thus, a correspondingincreasein Xa, due to the
preferences will have an effect on the ASEAN countries' income
(Ya)!
- P'' ++P,' + +P2 ,%.1 +e;(4)
i P_aC" pfaC._.. T
ay+ ay,
Here the denominator of (4) is the demand multiplier. The demand
multiplier has no import leakageson the assumption that imports of
inputs (I) are constrained. The demand multiplier may bemodified if
restrictions on I are relaxed, i.e., the ASEAN countries decide to
spend some of their export earnings on more imported inputs, and at
the same time, a policy of massive investments by the government
and private sector is adopted. This may not be a realistic assumption,
but can be used to indicate the potential employment-value of the
preferences. On the part of the ASEAN government, this means an
increase in public expenditure; and because of the expansion of
exports and public infrastructures, increases in private investments
are likely to follow. The policy of expanding public and private
investments up to a point at which all new domestic savings are
absorbed suggeststhat the ultimate increase in Ya will be equal to
I/MPI (dX_), where MPI = marginal propensity to import. The in-
creasein employment opportunities generated, therefore, depends on
the magnitude of ASEAN's marginal propensity to import and the
average amount of labor requirement for every unit of domestic
output in ASEAN economies.
Aggregate analysis. The above theoretical framework provides
the basis for estimating the effects of the preferences on genera-298 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
tion of employment opportunities in ASEAN. Equation (I) is
particularly relevant to the aggregate part of the study on the as-
sumption that quantitative restrictions on aggregate imports from
ASEAN are not binding. Equation (2) is relevant to the casewhen
constraints are binding.
As explained in the preceding section, direct employment effects
include those that occur within the industries undertaking the final
manufacturing process (the initial effect), and those that occur in
other industries supplying the required inputs (the linkage effect).
Ideally, the aggregate employment effect for the ASEAN countries
resulting from their preferential export expansion is determined
by estimating and simulating equation (i) for individual industry
exporting preferred commodities to Australia. Alternatively, follow-
ing Lydall (1975), an input-output analysis is employed. However,
the nature of the available data does not allow us to use either of
these estimation methods. The available data on preferential imports
are not completely disaggregated by commodity items, apart from
the enormous effort required for matching the trade data with the
industry classification adopted by the ASEAN countries. The ap-
proach adopted here might be a second-best one, but requires only
those existing data. It involves estimation of the employment con-
tent of overall ASEAN preferential exports to Australia based On
estimated average wage coefficients for respective ASEAN countries,
i.e., the ratio of employee compensation to total value of manufac-
turing output. Its major limitation is that it provides only broad
measures and averages of existing differences in labor requirements
between industries and in average earnings received by various
employees. However, the estimated average wage coefficients can
represent the average shares of labor. Apart from their usefulness
as indicators of relative income equality between labor and income,
they are unlikely to overestimate the employment content of
preferential exports which usually results from the use of employ-
ment that does not allow for the proportion of part-time employees.
The magnitude of employment effects due to Australia's
preferences, basedon the assumption that the flow of labor services
is associated with the earnings of paid labor over the 1974-75 to
1979-80 period is presented in Table 2. The average wage (labor)
coefficients for individual ASEAN countries are computed from
available data, as explained in Appendix 1. As their respective wage
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1974-75to 1978-79 -1444 762 14262 737 1913 17674
1974-75to 1979-80 49756 6839 12756 3554 12393 85198
a. Preferentialimpo_tclearances includethosegoodsthat werepreviously freeof cEuty at MFN ratesbutwhich,
beginning"1979-80, havebeenliable to 2 percentduty,unlesstheyoriginatefrom developing counties.
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tendency for the share o£ labor to vary directly with the country's
per capita income. Singapore, which enjoys the highestper capita in-
come in the ASEAN region,-registered one of the highest ratios of
employees' compensation whereas indonesia with the lowest per
capita income registered the lowest. This pattern is also evident in
the share of employees' compensation in their respective gross do-
mestic products, as can be gleaned from Appendix Table 5. One
should bear in mind, however, that wage figu't'esfor Indonesiaand the
Philippines include operating surpluses in comparing these figures
with those for Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand. This observed pat-
tern is consistent with Lydall's (1975) own findings, and provides
further challenge to the usual assumption that the ratio of capital to
output in the manufacturing sector is higher in richer countries than
in poorer countries. Two reasons cited by Lydall could be relevant
to the phenomenon observed; since capital-output ratio is lower in
poorer countries, the rate of profit would thus need to be higher, and
value-added includes a number of costs such as payments to outside
services and depreciation which do not accrue to the cap.italists, and
part of the surplus of value-added over labor costs may be considered
as a reward to entrepreneurs for their job which may beconsiderable
in poorer countries owing to a shortage of entrepreneurial skills.
Furthermore, it may be added that wages in relatively high labor-
surplus economies are low.
The employment equivalents (contents) of ASEAN's preferential
exports (expressed in their respective domestic currencies) are simply
derived by estimating the share of labor in the value of preferential
exports to Australia (or imports into Australia) on the assumption
that increases in preferential exports (imports) between 1974-75 and
1978-79 (or 1979-80) were produced rather than diverted from other
markets (absence of external and internal switching). It is interesting
to note, as indicated in the second to the last row of Table 2, that
between 1974-75 and 1978-79 the direct employment effect in
ASEAN due to ASEAN's additional preferential exports to Australia
summed to 17,674, equal to only about 4 percent of the total
increase in unemployment in ASEAN countries over the same period
(see Table 1). In absolute terms, the Philippine preferential exports
had the highest employment content, and its employment content
increased from 12,910 in 1974-75 to27,172 in 1978-79. This result
is attributed to the relatively high shareof labor in Philippines' total
manufacturing output, its relatively low wage and the relatively.TONGZON; AUSTRALIAN SYSTEM OF TARIFF PREFERENCES 301
significant magnitude of Philippine preferential imports into Australia
expressed in their domestic currency. In contrast, Indonesia's
employment content declined from 2,942 in 1974-75 to 1,498 in
1978-79 mainly due to a significant decline in preferential imports
from Indonesia.
The inclusion of some previously duty-free (at MFN rates) items
in the analysiswhich, under the 2 percent revenueduty arrangement,
attract a 2 percent preference margin,producesentirely different re-
sults. Indonesia now appears to have benefited most from the em-
ployment-generating effect of preferences, followed by the Philip-
pines, Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore. The prominence enjoyed
by Indonesia is mainly due to its substantial petroleum exports to
Australia and unprocessedagricultural exports. It seemsthat the in-
creasein Indonesia'sexport earningsin 1979-80 generatedadditional
jobs totalling 49,756. All told, betweert 1974-75 and 1979-80, there
were an additional 85,198 jobs generated in ASEAN, equal to about
20 percent of the total increase in unemployment level in ASEAN.
However, these employment estimates do not solely reflect the im-
pact of preferences because of the inclusion of previously duty-free
items which attract a marginal preference margin of 2 percent and
are thus not comparable with the 1974-75 emplovmentfigures. To
give a meaningful assessment of the employment-generating effect of
preferences, the analysis should be restricted to the period from
1974-75 to 1978-79.
It was previously noted that the employment impact of prefer-
ence-induced export expansion consists of two components: the
part generated in the process of direct utilization of labor in response
to preferences (direct employment effect), and the part generated in-
ternally as a result of labor utilization in response to growing internal
demand brought about by induced increase in income (indirect or
dynamic effect). Derivation of the demand multiplier was also dis-
cussed in the previous section. To estimate the total employment ef-
fect of preferences, therefore, it is necessary to estimate the value of
the demand multiplier for ASEAN countries. The magnitude of in-
direct employment effects would depend on the amount of net for-
eign exchange earnings, or value-added generated as a result of in-
creased exports, the value of the demand multiplier and the average
amount of labor required per unit value-added, or the labor-value-
added ratio in ASEAN countries. If N/V denotesthe ratio of labor to
value-added, the indirect employment effect is equal to N/V (Ay_302 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT,
Ay*) where Aya is the total increasein income asa result of a policy
of spending all increasesin domestic savings;Ay* is the total increase
in value-added generated as a result of an increase in exports; and
Ay a is, therefore, equal to 1/MPl(dy*), or 1/MPI (dXa)in which
there is an implicit assumption that dXa =dy*, i.e., an iricrease in
quantity sold abroad reflects an increasein value-added at home. The
ASEAN contries can lower their MPI either by encouraging more
intra-ASEAN trade or by developing their import-competing indus-
tries.
Coefficients of MPI for ASEAN countries are not estimated in
the present study. There are, however, previous estimates made by
the UNCTAD Secretariat for the period 1960-70 for all countries on
the basis of the relationship between changes in imports and their
respective gross domestic products. Forecasts of MPI were also made
for the period 1970-80 (Lydall 1975) which are expected to lie be-
tween 0.23 and 0.25. The present study adopts the value of 0.25 for
the ASEAN countries basedon the assumption that the value of MPI
varies with the country's rate of growth. Total increasesin employ-
ment, after allowing for increases in internal demand and with the
condition that imports are the only source of "leakage," are shown
in Table 3. The magnitude of employment generation, after allow-
ing for increases in internal demand with only an import leakage, is
certainly much more impressive. These estimates are, however, based
on a stringent assumption that the export earnings derived from
ASEAN preferential exports to Australia are net foreign exchange
earnings which are then further invested in productive activities.
They are thus indications of the increase in employment the ASEAN
countries would have enjoyed over the perod had these export earn-
ings beenfurther spent for productive purposes.
The Extent of Bias in Australia's Preference Scheme
The employment-generating potential of Australia's preferences
is further maximized (minimized) if the preferences causea composi-
tional shift towards imports of labor-intensive commodities. An exa-
mination of the structure of Australia's preferential scheme should
give one an indication of whether preferences are favoring capital-
intensive or labor-intensive commodity items. There is a common
allegation by ASEAN government officials that their labor-intensive
industries have been most hard hit by Australia's protection, withTONGZON: AUSTRALIAN SYSTEM OFTARIFFPREFERENCES 303
TABLE 3
TOTAL EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS IN ASEAN COUNTRIES OF
PREFERENCE-INDUCED EXPORT EXPANSION: 1974.75 to 1979-80a
Indonesia Malaysia Philippines Singapore Thailand ASEAN
1974-75 11688 30956 29049 13159 30660 115512
197.S:76 7571 41432 32431 12209 38268 131911
1976-77 5094 46445 36187 13637 41872 143235
1977-78 3883 36933 40512 14973 29921 126222
1978-79 3700 38699 57468 19135 30826 149798
1979-80b 100201 65840 46259 35191 61709 209200
a. The ratios of employment to total value-addedin manufacturing (N/V)
are 0.00000144 for Indonesia,0.0001006 for Malaysia,0.000058 for Philip-
pines,0.000057 for Singapore,and 0.0000349 for Thailand. These ratiosare
derived from their respectiveemployment and value-addedfiguresfor 1974,
except for the Philippines(basedon 1977 figures) and Thailand (basedon
Thailand'sratio of employment in manufacturingsectorto the deflatedvalueof
its GDP). All value-addedvaluesare deflated by their respectiveimplicit price
deflators.
b. These are biasedestimatesdue to oil importsand other previouslyMFN-
free items.
Sources:Bite Pusat Statistik,SensusIndustri: 19.74/1975 (Indonesia);Statistik
Industri (Indonesia);Department of Statistics,Survey of Manufacturing Indus-
tries In PeninsularMalaysia (Malaysia),Philippine Yearbooh: 7987 (Philippines);
Department of Statistics,Yearbooh of Statistics: 1981.82 (Singapore);Office
of the National Economicand SocialDevelopmentBoard,National Income of
Thailand: 1978 (Thailand); U.N., Yearbooh of National Accounts Statistics
(1980).
particular referenceto theirtextiles, garments and Footwear imports
intoAustralia. This accusationseems reasonable considering thatthe
TCF industries are among the most highlyassisted industries, asindi-
cated by theirrelatively high effective ratesof protection. To what
extentAustralian preferencesdiscriminate for or against labor-inten-
sivemanufacturers becomes, therefore, a relevantissuein lightof
theseconsiderations. Eiscvvher0 (Tongzon 1984) a negativerelation-
ship has been established between effective ratesof assistance and
the shareof preferential imports,indicating thatpreferences are ge-304 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
nerally granted in areas where the Australian industries are relatively
competitive and, thus, do not need much government assistance.And
it thus seems logical to expect that preferences are discriminating
against labor-intensive commodities where the Australian industries
are generally at a comparative disadvantage vis-a_-vis the developing
countries. This assertion, however, requires empirical verification,
and the investigation is based on a correlation analysis between the
margin of preference (MFN rate minus preferential rate)•granted to
an industry and the industry's direct wagecoefficient. The industries
covered include •tobacco, fruits and vegetables, fishing, processed
fruits and vegetables, footwear, made-up textile products, wood
furniture, other wood products, medical and pharmaceutical equip-
ment and parts, and other manufactured products. The choice of
these industries is determined by the availability of direct wage co-
efficients. Direct wage coefficients for these industries are based on
the input-output table of the Philippines, as reported in Bautista's
work (1975). Average margins of preference for these selected indus-
tries are computed from the 1976 list of products covered by prefe-
rences issued by Australia's Department of Trade and Resources.
The compdted Spearman rank correlation coefficient is -0.26. The
negative value of the rho coefficient indicates a negative association
between preference margins and direct wage coefficients. The insig-
nificance of the coefficient at the 5 percent level suggests the absence
of any positive correlation. Although the correlation analysis does
not cover all industries, the results are indicative of the preference
•scheme's structure. Certainly, the preference scheme does not en-
courage labor-intensive production in the ASEAN countries.
Interestingly enough, many of the ASEAN labor-intensive sectors
had shown significantly high growth rates over the past decade. The
sectors demonstrating relatively high export growth rates in the con-
text of Australian-ASEAN trade over the past decade were as follows:
Indonesia's highest export growth sectors were footwear (268.9
percent), manufacturers of metal (201.6 percent),clothing(163.9 per-
cent), and furniture (163.6 percent). However, these sectors had a
very low base so that they accounted for only a fraction of Indonesia's
total exports to Australia; Malaysia's highest export growth sectors
were clothing (446.5 percent), plastic regeneratedcellulose, artificial
resins(420.9 percent),nonferrous metals(292.8 percent),and medical
and pharmaceutical products (245.4 percent). In the Philippines, theTONGZON: AUSTRALIAN SYSTEM OF TARIFF PREFERENCES 305
highest export growth sectors were fixed vegetable oils and fats
(5,89:2.2 percent), transport equipment (4,060.2 percent), leather
manufactures,me.s, dressed fur skins (1,681.7 percent), and medical
and pharmaceutical products (1,594.5 percent). In Singapore, among
its sectorsenjoying highest export growth rates were transport equip-
ment (5,478 percent), medical and pharmaceutical products (2,527.3
percent), iron and steel (942.0 percent), and plastics, regenerated
cellulose, artificial resins (5,407 percent). Thailand's export sectors
that experienced highest growth rates were crude fertilizers and crude
mineral (854.3 percent), wood and cork manufactures except furni-
ture (317.8 percent), leather, leather manufactures (255.5 percent),
and cereal grains and cereal preparations (250.6 percent). This phe-
nomenon seems to suggestthat export growth rates of the above
labor-intensive sectors would have been higher had the preference
schemebeen an added source of incentives.
II. DISAGGREGATED ANALYSIS: TCF INDUSTRIES
The importance of promoting labor-intensive industries in the
context of ASEAN's unemployment problem leads one to consider
the employment impact of the projected increase in export earnings
induced by the granting of full preferential treatment to TCF imports
from developing countries. The trade effects of full preferential
treatment for TCF imports were already considered in the previous
section, and it might be useful to assess their employment implica-
tions in ASEAN countries. This issue is particularly interesting be-
cause a fall in employment has been considerable in Australia's TCF
sectors while there is a trend in ASEAN countries indicating the
importance of TCF sectors as a potential major source of foreign ex-
change and as a source of employment for their growing labor force.
The share of TCF sectors in ASEAN's total exports to Australia also
grew considerably from 2.3 percent in 1970-71 to 9.4 percent in
1975-76. From 1976-77 to 1979-80, however, there was a slight
decline in their importance which could be attributable to the in-
creased effective rates of assistance accorded to Australia's TCF
industries, and the generally declining demand conditions in Austra-
lia for TCF products. There are, of course, other factors that caused
this slight decline, but on the whole, the share of TCF products in
ASEAN exports to Australia has been significant. On an individual
country basis, their importance becomes more evident. On average,306 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
they accounted for 16.8 percent and 25.8 percent of total Philippine
and Thai exports to Australia, respectively, in the past decade. Their
importance in the Indonesian and Singaporean export baskets is not
noticeable, but their increasing importance is manifested in the grow-
ing share of these products in Singapore's GDP. Between 1970 and
1979 their share in Singapore's GDP increased from 4.7 to 8.5
percent.
Unlike the aggregateanalysis there are no data problems so that
equation (2) can be estimated. The analysis is restricted to large
establishments because production laborers are generally hired for
full-time work in these establishments. Once the incremental employ-
ment-output ratios are derived_ employment repercussions are
estimated on the basisof fixed coefficients and the projected increase
in ASEAN's TCF exports, as shown in Table 4. These employment
estimates disregard the "linkage" effect of export expansion due to
the lack of information on specific industries supplying inputs to TCF
sectors. Nevertheless, it would be of interest, in view of the signifi-
cance of these sectors in the ASEAN economies, to obtain numerical
orders of magnitude that indicate the probable employment effects
of an export-growth in these sectors induced by the Australian pre-
ferences.
The regression estimates are presented in Table 4. The specifica-
tion of the labor demand function follows the logic described in the
previous section: the ASEAN TCF exporters are generally riced with
binding sales constraints on the output market. These constraints
exist not only in the Australian market but also in other developed
country markets in the form of quotas and voluntary export re--
straints. Even right in their respective home markets, the ASEAN
producers _ireconstrained by the growth of domestic demand and the
size of the home market. These constraints make the domestic and
export supply of TCF products exogenous (demand-determined) to
the ASEAN TCF producers. Shortage of nonlabor inputs such as
raw materials is assumedto bean added source of constraints.
The unavailability of information on the amount of raw materials
(/) imported by the respective sectors restricts the estimation to the
useof an instrumental variable represented by averagereal wage rates.
This follows from the negativity of the cross-price derivatives of the
input demand functions (see Tongson 1984), i.e., an increase in the
constrained amount of raw materials (/) increasesthe marginal prod-
uct of labor at the going nominal wage rates which, in effect, reducesTONGZON; AUSTRALIAN SYSTEM OF TARIFF PREFERENCES 307
TABLE 4




A. Coefficientsa Textiles Clothing Footwear
T S.2S 5.38 2.S5
I*J(') (21.2) (3S.3) (9.46)
_r 4.46 6.21 0.33
ai(t) (I1.07) (46.9) (0.59)
_.2 0.90 0.95 0.26
D.W. 1.30 2.06 1.59
Employment-output ratios 145 300 16
(no. of workers per
SSmillion worth of
output in 1975 prices)
B. Projected Export Earnings
in ASEAN ($A'000 in 1979-80 prices)
1979-80 22,893 35,521 4948
C. Projected Increasein
Employment in ASEAN
1979-80 3,190 10,500 80
a. These OLS estimatesare basedon Singaporeanindustry dataas pub-
lished by Singapore's DePartment of Statistics, Yearbook of Statistics:
1981-1982. LTdj = number of workers employed in TCF sectors; IT. =
amount of restrmtednon-laborinputs representedby real wagerates;, =_-
valueof sectoraloutput at 1975 pricein million Singaporeandollars. '_ aj =
b. The averagenumber of workers employed over the 1971-81 period
was 10,849 for textiles, 22,333 for clothingand 1,788 for footwear sector.
The averageoutput per sectorover the samepeTiodwas $$331.78 million,
S$462.473 millionand S$36.282 million, respectively.308 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
the real costs of labor. It is, therefore, expected that the relationship
between employment (N) and real wage rate (RW) is negative. Ano-
ther interesting point is the absence of the intercepts in all the esti-
mates. Their inclusion resulted in low R2, and made the independent
variables statistically insignificant. The exclusion of the intercept
improved the estimates. It suggests,therefore, a direct proportionality
between output and employment. The incremental employment-
output ratios derived from the output coefficients are estimated to
be 145 per $A1 million at 1975 prices in the textile industry, 300 per
$A1 million at 1975 prices inthe clothing industry, and 16 per $A 1
million at 1975 prices in the footwear industry. Employment reper-
cussions in these sectors are thus estimated on the basis of fixed
incremental employmemt-output ratios for the three industries as
obtained above. The textiles industry would create additional 3,190
jobs, the clothing industry 10,500 more jobs, and the footwear
industry 80 more jobs. The total projected amount of employment
generated for ASEAN as a result of an increase in ASEAN TCF
exports constitutes about three-fourths of the total increase in em-
ployment in ASEAN generated by the expansion of preferential
imports between 1974-75 and 1978-79. This indicates the potential
significance of trade liberalization in these areas for the ASEAN
countries.
III. EMPLOYMENT IMPLICATIONS FOR AUSTRALIA
The assumption that import competition costs jobs had been
empirically tested overseas and for Australia. _ Krueger (1980)
assessed the theoretical and empirical basis for American labor
union leaders' contention that imports have been a large source
of job loss in the U.S., and concluded that other factors were largely
responsible for the structural shifts in U.S. employment over the
1970-76 period. Earlier, Frank (1977) had investigated the employ-
ment-import relation for the U.S. for the period 1963-71 and found
similar results. Marsden and Anderseen (1978), using an approach
similar to that adopted by Frank and Krueger, investigated this
assumption for Australia for the period 1968-69 to 1975-76 for all
6. This question was examinedfor a number of OECD countries.See
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industries and generally arrived at similar conclusions: changes in
employment associated with import competition were small com-
pared with employment lossesassociated with reductions in unit
labor requirements.
Krueger (1980) pointed out the conceptua_ldifficulties in tracing
changes in employment to changes in imports. Aside from their
aggregativenature, existing theories on import-employment relations
do not consider imports per se asa significantdeterminant of em-
ployment. The neoclassicalmodel, which explains changes in em-
ployment via the Stolper-Samuelson effect, restson the assumption
that the supply curve of labor isupward sloping and positive and that
the demand for labor is reflected by changes in the wage rates (nomi-
nal or real). The Keynesian model consider imports significant only
insofar as they are not accompanied by changes in exports. These
models imply that changes in employment, in the aggregatesense,
attributable to imports can only be ascertained by examining other
macroeconornic variables, the general repercussionsof netexports,
and the nature of the labor market. Thus,on theoretical grounds the
belief that imports cause job lossesdoes not have any economic
meaning, at least at the aggregatelevel. It can only make senseif
changes in employment are examined on a sectoral basis, and if the
area of concern is the short-term cost of transition of individual
industries due to the structural changecausedby imports.
The approach adopted in this part of the investigation draws on
the work of Krueger (1980) by using her accounting framework
in assessingthe role of imports in employment determination over
the preference period. This is in some sensean extension of the work
done by Marsden and Anderseen (1978) for Australia by covering
a longer time horizon to account for substantial changesin imports
from developing countries in the latter half of the1970's, and to
pay more particular attention to the four industries chosen for
disaggregate study: furniture and TCF industries. The accounting
framework is suitable to the problem at hand because,apart from
its simplicity, it examines the components of growth in employ-
ment and their relative importance without engaging in unnecessary
econometric formulations. The approach, however, has its assump-
tions and limitations as discussedin Marsden and Anderseen (1978).
The first round impact of imports on employment is assessed
in the standard framework relating changes in employment to
changesin domestic output of an industry:310 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
Lid = ozXi
where L_ = number of personsemployed in industry i;
Xi = domestic output of industry i;
= incremental employment-output ratio.
This coefficient thus indicates the marginal productivity of labor
because it indicates the additional units of labor required for pro-
duction of an additional unit of domestic output in industry. It
also reflects the average labor productivity in industry i on the
assumption that unit labor requirements at the margin are equal to
the industry's averageunit labor requirements. The standard econom-
ic analysis suggeststhat changes in domestic output in a perfectly
competitive market are the result of changes in domestic demand
given a certain level of capital stock and state of technology. Domes-
tic demand may be decomposed into its components:
D = X + M -- X_ (6)
that is domestic demand consists of domestic production plus
imports minus exports on the assumption that imports are gross
substitutes for domestically-produced counterparts, and that exports
are also highly substitutable for goods sold on the domestic market.
Thus, if imports and exports grow at constant rates, an increase in
domestic demand (D) would result in a corresponding increase in
domestic production (Y). In the real world, some components of
domestic demand (D) do not necessarily vary at the same rates,
and it is also possible that the share of imports in domestic demand
and the average unit labor requirements in the production process
could change over time due to such factors as improvement in tech-
nology, change in taste and competitiveness. Hence, changes in
employment (Ld ) can only be assessedby allowing for changes
in labor productivity (_), in imports and exports, and in the overall
level of domestic demand (D). The equation for employment can
therefore be derived, following Marsen and Arderseen (1978), by
substituting (6) into (5), taking their differences and expressing
them in percentage rate of change.
AL_ = _ Z_Di AM,. Z_ A_ Xi
- + + -- + -- . -- (7)
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where all variablesare expressedin real terms. Equation (7) provides
a useful framework for assessing the relative contributions of the
identifiable variables affecting employment in Australia during the
preference period. The impact of imports on employment isassessed
by estimating the growth rates of the shareof domestic production
in the total domestic demand (D) over the preference period. The
employment impact of changesin domestic demandand labor pro-
ductivity can also be estimated in similar fashion. In computing their
respective growth rates, it is assumedthat domestic demand (D),
labor productivity (_) and the shareof domesticproduction (S) grew
at constantcontinuousrates:
Dt = DOe#t, at = cxo ea, St = 5o ect
where Do, % and So are the initial values (1968-69) of domestic
demand (or consumption), average labor productivity and share of
domestic production at the beginning of the preference period and
Dr, o_t_5 t are the values at the terminal year (1978-79).
The approach used in the computation of respective growth rates
is based on assumptions similar to those adopted by Krueger (1980),
but ignores the role of exports. The exclusion of exports could lead
to biased employment estimates if exports constitute a significant
portion of industry's domestic production. This omission is, how-
ever, likely to be insignificant as exports constitute only a marginal
portion of selected industries' domestic output. Data are collected
for 1968-69 and 1978-79 as the initial and terminal years. The choice
of these years is made for several reasons: (a) Marsden and Anderseen
(1978) have already analyzed the import-demand relation for the
period 1968-69 to 1975-76. There is a need to extend the time
period because it was after 1975-76 that unemployment was higher
in Australia. In the latter half of the 1970's there was more concern
in Australia about imports from the developing countries: for exam-
ple, the decision of Australia's Industries Assistance Commission
(1978) to reduce the margin of preference on furniture imports was
based on the assumption that imports were largely the cause of
declining sales for domestic furniture industries. There is also a need
to further disaggregate industries to examine if results would be
significantly different. It should be pointed out that the more
disaggregated the industry, the higher in absolute value the price312 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
elasticity of demand facing it is likely to be (Krueger 1980, p. 13);
(b) the years 1968-69 and 1978-79 are the earliest and latest years
for which data on domestic production at a 4-digit level at constant
values are available. Furthermore, there is a great difficulty in match-
ing trade data with industry data due to the different classifications
used. Considerable effort is required in collecting employment data
and reconciling these with import data classified on a commodity
basis.
Table 5 presents the selected 2-cligit industry sectors with the
respectivecontinuous growth rates of domestic demand (consump-
tion), labor productivity, shareof domestic production, and employ-
ment derived by procedures described above. These sectors were
selected because they were most widely regarded as having expe-
rienced significant dislocation due to import competition. Problems,
however, were encountered in finding most suitable import price
TABLE5
GROWTHRATESOF DOMESTIC DEMAND,LABORPRODUCTIVITY,
SHAREOF DOMESTICPRODUCTION IN TOTALDOMESTICDEMAND
AND EMPLOYMENT IN AUSTRALIA:1968-69to1978-79
(In continuous percentage rates)
ASIC Domestic Labor Share of Employ-
Description demand produc- domestic ment
Sub- growth ivity product-
division growth ion
23 Textiles 0.56 -4.98 -0_029 -4.5
24 Clothing 0.70 -4.29 -0.028 -3.6
24 Footwear -1.91 -2 35 -0.034 -4.9




Sources: AustralianBureau of Statistics, AustrallanNationdAccountsGross
Productby IndustryatCurrentandConstant Prices(Cat.No.5211.0);Austra-
lianBureau of Statistics.Manufacturing Establishments: Summaryof Opera-
tionsby IndustryClass(Cat.No.8202.0);AustralianBureauof Statistics,
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deflators for these 2-digit sectors. The Reserve Bank of Australia
published disaggregatedimport price indexes for textiles, but not
for clothing, footwear and furniture imports. Because of the need to
deflate nominal import values, the RBA-published import indices
for the "miscellaneous manufactured articles" were usedasdeflators
for clothing, footwear and furniture imports. These indices were
rebased from 1966-67 to 1974-75 to make them consistent with
Australia's domestic output seriesat constant prices.
As Table 5 shows, the growth rates of domestic demand and
labor productivity are more significant than the growth rate of
import share (or decline in domestic production share due to im-
ports) in the four sectors. The rates of change in labor productivity
are, in fact, higher than those in the import share in all sectors. Even
if import shares or domestic production shares were constant, em-
ployment would still decline in all four sectors because the rates
of change in labor productivity are much higher than the rate of
change in domestic demand. In the footwear sector, the level of
domestic demand declined by 1.91 percent over the 11-year period,
causing this sector to have the highest unemployment rate over the
period.
Table 6 presents 4-digit subsectors of textiles and clothing indus-
tries with estimated continuous rates of growth for respective com-
ponents of demand for labor in Australia over the 1968-69 to 1978-
79 period. The same pattern emerges with rates of change in labor
productivity higher than those in import share. The percentage
changes in domestic demand in 14 subsectors are well in excessof
the percentage changes in import share. All subsectors with the ex-
ception of household textiles (2351) experience substantial employ-
ment decline over the period. The positive change in employment
for household textiles is largely due to the substantial growth of
domestic demand.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The employment estimates of preference-induced imports from
ASEAN countriesover the 1974-75 to 1978-79 period provide some
basisfor evaluating the role of Australia'spreferences in alleviating
the unemployment problem faced by the ASEAN countries. The
direct employment effects of preferences, estimated on the basis
of direct wage coefficients, were only equal to about 4 percent ofTABLE 6 ¢0
AUSTRALIAN RATES OF GROWTH OF DEMAND, LABOR PRODUCTIVITY, IMPORT





subdivision Description growth growth production
2343 Man-madefibers& yarns -0.45 --7.35 -0.07 -7.8"/
2344 Man-made fibers & broadwovenfabrics 3.92 --5.38 -0.t2 -1.58
2345 Cotton yarns& broadwovenfabrics O.11 -4.32 _).01 -4.22
2346 Worstedyarns& broadwovenfabrics -5.19 -5.13 _0.005 -10.31
2347 Woollenyarns& broadwovenfabrics 0.47 _6.65 _0.50 -7.16
2348 Narrow woven& elastictextiles 1.87 -8.83 --0.02 -3.98
2351 HouseholdTextiles 6.06 --4.41 0.009 1.65
2352 Textile floor coverings 6.85 --7.75 0.08 -0.83
c'-
2353 Felt &felt products 1.10 --3.08 -0.06 -2.05 23
2354 Canvas& associated products,n.e.c. 1.39 0.59 0.12 1.86 Z
2355 Rope,cordage,twine --5.57 -1.77 -0.07 -7.41 1-
2356 Textile products,n.e.c. 3.27 --3.74 -0.005 -0.48 O
2441 Hoiser 0.63 -6.39 -0.0009 -5.76 -n -o
2442 Cardigans& pullovers 1.02 -2.82 -0.04 -1.84 -r m
2243 Knitted goods,n.e.c. 3.87 -4.66 -0.07 -0.87 t-
2451 Men'strouser.s & shorts;work clothing 2.65 -3.75 -0.02 --1.12
2452 Men'ssuits& coats;waterproof clothing -2.49 --7.39 --0.01 -5.86
2453 Women'souCerwear, n.e.c, t .77 --4.56 -0.03 -2.82 m
2454 Foundation garments 0.53 -5.04 -0.007 -4.52 I11
2455 Underwear& infantsclothing, n.e.c. -1.04 -3.19 -0.02 -4.24 <
m
2456 Headwear& clothing, n.e.c. -2.08 -6.47 -0.06 -8.61 t-
O
"O
Source:AustralianBureauof Statistics,Austmli_ Netionel Accounts GrossProduct by Industry at Current and
Constant Prices (Cat.No. 5211); Australian Bureau of Statistics,Menufacturing Establishment: Summary of Operations m Z
by Industry Class(Cat. No. 8202.0); AustralianBureauof Statistics, OverseasTrede(Cat. No. 5409.0). -ITONGZON: AUSTRALIAN SYSTEM OF TARIFF PREFERENCES 315
the officially estimated increase in unemploymemt for ASEAN
between 1974-75 and 1978-79, which can hardly be considered
impressive in the context of the serious underemployment problem
in ASEAN countries. It should be borne in mind that the approach
adopted is based on certain assumptions. One major assumption
relates to a direct proportionality between exports and domestic
output. This means that an increase in exports implies an increasein
domestic output. Any violation of this assumption due to some
shifts in the components of final demand would mean that the
employment estimates are overstated. The approach, therefore, at
best provides upper bound estimates of employment opportunities
generated by the preferences. When indirect effects of an export
expansion were taken into account, on the stringent assumption that
all net increases in foreign exchange earnings were invested, the em-
ployment estimates became quite significant. However, the assump-
tion is highly unrealistic: the resulting estimates can only indicate
the vast employment potential for additional investments out of
foreign exchange earned from preferential access.
Undoubtedly, labor-intensive industries offer a great potential
for employment generation in ASEAN, as demonstrated by the
significant employment repercussions of a projected increase in ex-
ports of TCF by ASEAN. However, the realization of such a poten-
tial depends on two major factors: a conscious effort on the part
of ASEAN to promote the useof labor-intensive technology in the
manufacturing process, or to promote labor-intensive products for
exports; and (2) a removal of the trade barriers against labor-inten-
sive products in developed markets. This means that there is a need
for Australia to encourage the production of labor-intensive prod-
ucts through its preference scheme. The employment-generation
potential of Australia's preference scheme is vast and larger for the
ASEAN countries than the employment-loss potential from the in-
crease in preference-induced imports. Wide differences in unit labor
requirements between Australia and ASEAN imply that more per-
sons will be employed in the latter for every person displaced from
jobs in the former. The problem as viewed by Australia, however,
involves weighing potential benefits against the short-term costs of
transition. An examination of the impact of imports on employment
in Australia is therefore a corollary and vital issue. The findings
provide further evidence that imports have not played a relatively
significant role in causing unemployment problems even for those:316 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
selected industries mostly considered to have suffered from import
competition in the 1970's. 7 High growth rates of Australia's labor
productivity in those sectors with slower growth rates of domestic
demand were largely responsible for the decline in employment for
those selected sectors. Increases in labor productivity had a larger
impact on employment than increases in import share over the esti-
mation period. One common argument states that import compe-
tition has spurred Australia's domestic industries to be more effi-
cient and, thus, to become more competitive with imports. This
argument was tested by regressing changes in labor productivity
against changes in the shareof imports but the highest R: was 0.002
and the t-ratios were not significant. Further, the causation may
alsogo either way and it is certainly an argument against protection.
The above findings raise the question of the extent to which
protection would prevent job lay-offs, if protection were intensified.
The evidence so far shows that there are Other factors more sig-
nificant than imports to determine Australia's employment. These
factors are internal in the economy. In addition, there is some
evidence, as pointed out by Krueger (1980), that an increase in pro-
fitability due to protection may encourage domestic producers to
invest, which may result in a more rapid change of technique towards
a more capital-intensive method of production. More importantly,
the empricial findings for Australia support the view that protection
is not the appropriate long-term policy instrument to deal with the
problem of unemployment. In the long run, Australian economy
requires a policy consistent with the process of economic growth
and in keeping with the principle of comparative advantage.
The next question, of course, is whether imports would continue
to have a significant effect on Australia's employmemt. On the
assumption that preferences are continually granted to developing
country imports, the outcome would depend on the future export
levels of other developed countriesand the future rate of growth of
domestic demand in Australia. As the shift in comparative advantage
continues away from developed to developing countries particularly
in the production of highlylab0r-intensive manufactures, the market
size for developing countries' exports in Australia would increase
7. Since the method of analysisdoesnot consider the second-round
employmenteffectsarisingfrom input-output linkagesand multiplier effects,
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as a result of an increase in Australia's domestic demand and of a
substantial reduction in Australia's imports from developed coun-
tries. Conscious adjustments in the developing and developed econ-
omies might thus allow a more rapid growth in labor.intensive
products without intense pressure for structural changes in Australia.
The second important consideration pertains to the future growth
rate of Australia. If Australia's rate of growth is maintained at past
levels, Australia could absorb higher imports without major disrup-
tion. However, if Australia's growth rate is going to decline, the
impact of imports on Australia's employment will be more severe
and the prospect for full preferential treatment is unlikely to be
bright.
APPENDIX
DERIVATION OF DI RECTWAGE (LABOR) COEFFICI ENTS
AND EMPLOYMENT EQUIVALENTS
The required wage(labor) coefficients which representthe shareof labor in
the value of production are based on the ratio of employee compensation to
total value of manufacturing output. These data are obtained from ASEAN's
respectiveofficial publications except for Thailand. Data on Thailand were taken
from United Nations' Yearbook of NationalAccounts (1978)which published
time-series data on gross domestic products and employees' compensation for
various countries.
Employment equivalents (components) are derived by dividing the total
wage bill (the share of labor expressedin values) by the averageannual wage
earnings (annual wage earnings per worker) in manufacturing in eashASEAN
country on the assumption that increasesin the volume or valueof preferential
imports imply corresponding increasesin domestic output and, thus, involve
further utilization of additional labor. The average earnings of Indonesian
labor (total wagesand salaries) are basedon Indonesia'sindustry census,Sensus
Industri (1974). Unfortunately, no information on wageearningsin Indonesia's
manufacturing sector for other years could be obtained from available publica-
tions at the time of writing so that estimation of employment content isbound
to be overstated if improvements in productivity or changes in production
functions occurred between 1974 and 1978. Data on averagewageearningsfor
Malaysia were obtained from the United Nations' Yearbook of Labour Statis-
tics (1981). However, in the absenceof published data_onaveragewageearnings
in manufacturing in Malaysia, averageearnings of labor engagedin transport
storage and communication industry were used. The annual averageearnings
per wage earner in Malaysia's transport, storage and communication industry
_vere3,840 ringgits and 5,280 ringgits for 1974 and 1978, respectively. In the318 JOURNALOFPHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
case of the Philippines, wage rates in nonagricultural activities were used, as pub-
lished by United Nations' Yearbook of Labour Statistics (1980). The daily wage
rate in nonagricultural activities in the Philippines was registered at 11.53
pesos, 14.42 pesos and 15.19 pesos for 1974, 1978 and 1979, respectivly. Thus,
annual wage earnings per worker were computed to be 3,326.4 pesos, 4,152.96
pesos and 4,374.72 pesos for 1974, 1977 and 1978, respectively. Singapore's
average labor earnings in manufacturing were available from its Yearbook of
Statistics: 1981-1982 as published by Singapore's Department of Statistics.
The annual average earnings per worker in Singapore's manufacturing sector
were $55,219.95 in 1974, $$7,075.59 in 1978 and $57,752.37 in 1979. Conside-
ration of Thailand's case, like indonesia, suffered from the unavailability of
data. Thailand's Yearbook of Labour Statistics: 1972-1973 was the only pub-
lication that reported on average earnings of labor in the manufacturing sector.
These data on wages, however, were only available for 1971. The average ear_
nings per wage earner in Thailand's mahufacturing industry in 1971 were 7,709
bahts.
Appendix Table 1
INDONESIA: VALUE.ADDED AND EMPLOYEES'
COMPENSATION (1974)
Industry Wages and salaries Value-addedat
('000 Rupiahs) factor cost Ratio
(1000 Rupiahs)
Textiles 18,407,533 66,492,036 0.28
Clothing 259,965 517,632 0.50
Footwear 1,449,977 2,994,544 0.48
Furniture
(except metal) 541,977 1,158,228 0.47
Total
Manufacturing 93,294,825 408,540,488 0.23
Source: Indonesia,SensusIndustri (1974).TONGZON: AUSTRALIAN SYSTEM OF TARIFF PREFERENCES 319
Appendix Table2
MALAYSIA: VALUE-ADDED AND EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
(1974)
Industry Wages and Gross Value. Ratio of Ratio of
salaries output added (1) to (1) to





goods) 46,844 350,681 106,398 0.44 0.13





or plastic footwear) 2,665 16,173 6,307 0.42 0.16
Furniture &
fixtures 8,926 57,543 19,849 0.45 0.15
Total
Manufacturing 724,926 10,113,040 2,758,973 0.26 0.07
Source. Departmentof Statistics,Governmentof Malaysia,Survey of
Manufacturing Industries in PeninsularMalaysia.320 JOURNALOFPHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
AppendixTable3
PHILIPPINES: VALUE-ADDED AND EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
(1977)
Industry Compensation Gross Value- Ratio Ratio
(P'000) output added of of
(P'000) (P'O00) (1) to (.3) (1) to (2)
(1) (2) (3)
Textiles 522,100 5,154,220 725,224 0.72 0.10





footwear) 23,735 123,908 44,569 0.53 0.19
Funiture
(except prim-
arily of metal) 74,086 410,191 132,641 0.56 0.18
Total
Manufacturing 4,631,917 67,826,087 12,543,820 0.37 0.07
Source:Philippine Yearbook 1981.AppendixTable4 o-_






[ndustry Compen- Gross Value Value Ratio Compen- Gross Value- Ratio: Ratio: __C >
sation 'output added (I):(2) (I):(3) sation Output added (6):(8) (7): (7) > z
($Sm.) ($Sm) ($Sm.) (SSm.) ($Slm) ($Sm) c_




Textiles 48.0 292.4 85.9 0.16 0.56 63.0 425.8 137.0 0.46 0.15 _
Clothing 50.6 269.1 78.9 0.19 0.64 136.3 737.0 230.2 0.59 0.t 8 -_ "11









Manufacturing 1096.2 14237.0 3596.8 0.08 0.30 2108.0 26331.0 6523.9 0.32 0.8
Source: Department of Statistics, Singapore Yearbookof Statistics: 1981/82.Appendix Tabre5
VALUES OF OUTPUT AND COMPENSATION OF EMPLOYEES
Country/ INDONES|A MALAYSIA PHiLIPPI NES SINGAPORE THAI LAND
Compen-* GDP Compen-*J GDP Compen-* GDP Compen-* GDP Compen- GDP
_ation of (bil- Ratio sation of Mil- Ratio sation of (rail- Patio sationof (mi[- Ratio sationof (mil- Ratlo
Year. employees lion employees ;ion employees tion employees lion employees lion
_{billion rupiahs) (million tin'its (million pesos (mii$ion $S) (million baht)
rupiahs) ringgit.s) pesos) $S) baht)
1970 2933.0 3340 .87 4023 10588 .38 35545 42448 .84 2205 5804.9 .38 33761 136060 .25
1971 3204.3 3672 .87 4922 12955 .38 41481 50120 .83 2592 6823.3 .38 38052 144607 .26
|972 4031.3 4564 .88 5403 14220 .38 46340 56075 .83 3099 8155.8 .38 42066 164626 .26 C
1973 5986.4 6753 .88 7076 18622 ._]8 58902 71786 .82 3877 10205.1 .38 50651 216543 .23 Z
1974 9565.0 10708 .89 8686 22858 .38 80728 99638 .81 4766 12543.2 .38 63907 271368 .24 1-
1975 11301.5 12643 .89 8486 22332 .38 91310 1'14603 .80 5081 13373.0 .38 71'O58 297212 .24 1"10
1976 13769,9 15467 .89 10626 27964 .38 108802 133928 .81 5538 14575.2 .38 80301 337481 .24 -r'-°
t977 16644.4 18706 .89 12259 32263 .38 125586 154044 .82 6064 1,5957.9 .38 92019 383057 .24
1978 19497.8 21788 .89 - -- 139723 172854 .81 6676 17569.3 .38 108539 444196 .24
m




Note: *this figure includesoperaUn8surp&us GDP in purchasersvaluesat current prices. 0
"o
Souree: United Nations, Yearbook of/ntematlenaf Accounts. m Z
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